
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

AG SAFEBOOTHS UK LTD 
The Safebooths UK Range 
Designed for virtual court hearings, legal consultations & 
probation Interviews, remote evidential Interviewing, ICV 
oversight & PACE reviews. 

 

The Safebooths UK Range is modular & ligature free, 
allowing them to be safely installed within your existing 
estate, a practical answer to HMICFRS & Health & Safety 
inspection findings. Robust, safe & private. Modernise 
your estate without building works. As demand & 
technology changes, simply relocate & upgrade the IT. 

 
A modular, 21st century solution, ligature free, installed 
inside existing rooms to make them safe. 

 
Approved by the Video Enabled Justice 
programme & HMCTS (JVS). To Procure any of 
our range through the Police ICT Company 
Knowledge Hub simply email ProKura. To see 
our full range, visit our website: 
www.safebooths.uk. 

 
OUTCOME 
Modular & flexible safe space for video 
enabled, remote Custody & Investigations. 
SOLUTIONISED SERVICES 
Install Safebooths inside existing unsafe 
interview, consultation, or other rooms to 
provide safe holding supported by 
transformational technology for remote 
criminal justice operations, ensuring 
minimal contact, keeping everyone safe. 

 

AREA OF BUSINESS 
POLICE FORCES; NHS; HEALTHCARE 

 

TYPICAL CONTRACT DURATION 
C ONTINUOUS SUPPLY  

 

NEXT STEPS 
CONTACT THE PROKURA TEAM 

 
proKura@ict.police.uk 
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AG SAFEBOOTHS UK LTD 
VIDEO ENABLED JUSTICE / HMCTS (JUSTICE VIDEO SERVICE) APPROVED RANGE 

 

 
The Short Term Holding Safebooth 
A safe, compassionate solution to short term holding for Police, Prisons and Courts anywhere that your 
operations have a need to hold a person for short periods, initial investigations, searching, awaiting a private 
consultation, virtual court hearing, probation or parole interviewing or other processes. 

 
Guaranteed 100% ligature free, each short term holding Safebooth is factory fitted with 360-degree internal 
CCTV recording audio and video, ensuring the safety of the user always. 

 

The Consultation Safebooth 

Safe & private video/voice consultations 
 

The Consultation Safebooth provides a private place for video enabled legal, probation or ICV oversight in a ligature 
free Safebooth. Investigators can conduct evidential interviews remotely; solicitors and interpreters join remotely 
using transformational technology. The Consultation Safebooth makes day to day operations safer for all. Modular, 
simply relocate as estate demand changes, add new end points as Technology advances. Installed and operational 
in a day. 

 
Compatible with VEJ and HMCTS Justice Video Service with an externally mounted CISCO DX 80 touch screen PC or 
end point device of choice, in a ruggedised cradle, internally viewed through toughened safety glass, operated 
entirely from outside the booth to protect the technology equipment. 

 

 

The Live-Link Evidence Safebooth 

A robust and flexible solution, integrating systems for Police, Prisons and Courts where there is a need for evidence 
to be provided remotely by any witness in an agile and 21st century format, utilising transformational technology. 

 
Providing a comfortable, private space to give evidence from a remote location of your choice. Think police 
stations, patrol or investigative base, MASH, or vulnerable witness suite? You decide where this best supports 
your witnesses, providing outstanding witness care. Compatible with VEJ and HMCTS, Justice Video Service, 
with an internally mounted CISCO DX 80 touch screen PC or end point device of your choice, in a rugged cradle, 
operated from within by the witness or your staff. 

 
The Virtual Court Room (VCR) 
Each VCR is built ligature free, bespoke to joint requirements, in consultation with your local Judiciary. Fitted 
with comfortable, fixed bench style seating with robust cushions, the VCR is designed to ensure the safety and 
accommodation of up to 5 of persons, to include interpreter, dock officer and escorts. 

 
Each VCR is compatible with VEJ and HMCTS Justice Video Service and is fitted with an externally mounted 
CISCO DX80 flat screen PC or device of your choice, internally viewed through toughened safety glass. 
Operated from outside the VCR by your staff. 


